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If people become aware, they come to know
that they have lived the same kind of life more
than once – perhaps thousands of times.

T

he experience termed as déjà
vu has a reality of its own.
Déjà vu is the illusion of
having already experienced
something actually being
experienced for the first time. It is
not an experience of your life so far
because you are not living this life
for the first time; you have seen
many lives, many deaths. And so
naturally, during thousands of lives,
it's simply impossible not to come to
the same places to meet the same
faces or to see exactly a certain tree
that you have seen already seen in
your past lives. The feeling is
absolutely certain. Without any
doubt: you are not imagining it; you

have seen a certain person before, or
you have been in the whole
situation before, in the smallest
detail.
If people become aware, they
come to know that they have lived
the same kind of life more than once
– perhaps thousands of times. This
was the use that the theory on
reincarnation was put to. The aim
was to create a great boredom
because you have done all these
things before and you have not
learned anything, and you are doing
them again and again.
For thousands of lives you have
been running for power, for money
and you are still doing that. It

So accept it,
welcome it, and
when it comes,
enjoy it, and you
will become more
and more capable of
it. When in deep
meditation, you can
easily remember
your past lives
sometimes, and
that's a great
experience
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seems every life experience is
being erased and you start from
ABC all over again! If this theory is
supported scientifically, you will
have a great difficulty repeating the
stupid game. You have played
enough - it is time to change, it is
time to raise your consciousness: it
is time to go beyond the vicious
circle of moving from one life to
another, again and
again like a wheel.
Renouncing the wheel is a totally
different phenomenon. It means that
all that you have done up to now
has been done out of
unconsciousness. Now it is high
time to become mature and do
things out of consciousness. Act
with awareness; you have acted
enough under the influence of
unconsciousness. This wheel of
reincarnation is due to
unconsciousness. Once you become
conscious, you see there is no point:
you have achieved success many
times.
And what is the point? Death comes
and erases everything. It is almost
like making castles on sand - a wind
comes and the castle is gone. And
you start making another castle;
again and again the same thing will
happen. Déjà vu is an authentic
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another castle; again and again
the same thing will happen. Déjà vu
is an authentic experience, but it is
only a fragment of a far
greater phenomenon - reincarnation.
Either you can exist as an
unconscious being - and you have
existed that way from the very
beginning - or you can exist as a
conscious being. As a conscious
being, all your actions are bound to
change. Your life will have a
different aroma. Your actions will
have different goals. And everything
put together, you will have only one
dimension: how to get free from the
unconscious actions, unconscious
imprisonment; how to be absolutely
conscious and move out of all
chains.
But how can you do this? With
meditation. Meditation will then be
nothing but a method to prepare the
ground for you to jump from
unconsciousness into consciousness.
And that is the greatest quantum
leap. All of us are eternal pilgrims,
journeying, journeying, from one
life to another. And all that you have
experienced, you have experienced
many times; many springs and
again the spring comes.

it can't be new. Existence moves
in a circle, not in a straight line. It is
like the rotating wheel of seasons:
you have seen many springs and
again the spring comes.
So, somewhere deep in your
unconscious, you are carrying all the
memories of all the past lives. It is
very, very possible that again and
again you will come to situations
eings are still human beings after all.

Somewhere deep in
your unconscious,
you are carrying all
the memories of all
the past lives. It is
very, very possible
that again and again
you will come to
situations which are
alike and suddenly
you feel as if it has
happened before

which are alike and suddenly you
feel as if it has happened before. And
it has happened before! Perhaps the
actors were different, but how can
they be very much different? Human
beings are still human beings after
all.
You have listened to many people
before, many of them masters. It is
not possible that you have come for
the first time to a master. How is it
possible? For many millennia you
have searching. It is impossible not to
have come across a real master. You
may come across a Jesus or a Buddha
or a Krishna or a Rinzai or a
Bodhidharma. Down the ages, and in
so many lives, how can you avoid
not coming across a Buddha?
You may not have met Osho
before - that's possible, but that's not
a problem as you may have met
someone very much like Osho. You
may have looked with the same love
at some other master, with the same
trust, with the same open heart, and
it is happening again! You may have
drunk from some other master in the
same way with much sensitivity and
receptivity. And it is happening
again! It can

remind you of the floating – and
forgotten - fragrance of your past
lives, the nostalgia.
So accept it, welcome it, and
when it comes, enjoy it, and you will
become more and more capable of it.
When in deep meditation, you can
easily remember your past lives
sometimes, and that's a great
experience. So allow this
phenomenon more and more
accessibility to you.
If this idea gets very settled in
your mind - that this is a kind of
imagination - then those déjà vu's
will stop. If you think it is just a mind
game then you will start dropping it.
You will become resistant and
defensive against it. No, déjà vu is a
reality, because we have lived so
many lives and we have loved in so
many ways. We have been angry in
so many ways with so many people.
We have been friends and enemies,
and all that is happening to you now
has ny times before.

happened many, many times
before.
Sometimes two similar things not exactly alike but almost alike get linked with each other, and
suddenly there is déjà vu.
Osho Om Bodhisatva Commune,
Dehradun, can help you to discover
your past lives with special
meditation camps: 'Osho Deja vu' or
'Osho Jati Smaran'. To participate in
this camp, you must be an Osho
sannyasin or an Osho-lover. Osho
Om Bodhisattva Commune is a
beautiful campus in the exclusive
and exotically green area of
Dehradun. The Doon Valley is a most
picturesque valley at the foothills of
eternal Himalayas.
Osho Om Bodhisattva Commune
is simply to help you to realize your
Buddhahood. You are a Buddha, but
you have forgotten. Just
remembering and recognizing that
you are Buddha again. Osho Om
Bodhisattva Commune welcomes
you to join our Meditations,
Celebrations and other groups for
the growth of your consciousness.
Here, sharing of your authentic
experiences is respected and
accepted as you are introduced to
yourself through simple methods so
that you can attain your centre.
- Swami Narendra Bodhisattva.

For more details and schedules for these Meditation Camps, please contact:

OSHO OM BODHISATVA COMMUNE
108, Post Office Road, Clement Town, Dehradun-248001 (Uttarakhand) India
Phones: +91-135-2642535/6537071, E Mail oshoom@gmail.com
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